Abstract

Introduction: A prolonged waiting time for chemotherapy patients provokes dissatisfaction, insufficient utilization of oncology treatment rooms and compromises patient safety as a result of treatment beyond work hours. Several quality improvement initiatives had been conducted to improve the process at various cancer centers internationally. Resolving issues that contribute to inefficiencies, in conjunction with consistent preparations for next day patient infusion visits, improved cancer patient wait times and patient satisfaction, quality of service and utilization of the Oncology Unit.

Objective: This quality improvement project aimed to reduce the wait time for patients receiving outpatient chemotherapy by 50% over four months, to improve patient satisfaction and increase efficiency at oncology institute in Johns Hopkins Aramco healthcare center (JHAH).

Methods: The action plan was developed and implemented, which included patient assessment through phone triage, performing required lab tests and preparing chemotherapy orders to allow pharmaceutical medication preparation before the appointment date (within 24 hours, or same day before arrival of the patient).

Results: Post action plan data were analyzed and showed a significant reduction in the patient wait times by 60%, from 89 to 36 minutes. This, in turn, reflected an increase in patient satisfaction rate by at least 7% during the study period, nevertheless, the oncology nursing satisfaction rate was also elevated by 23%. In addition to efficient chair utilization at the oncology clinic, while reducing the need for overtime by 51%.

Conclusion: Pre-planning through phone triage nursing assessment, proactively performed lab tests and pre-preparation of chemotherapy has proved to be effective in improving oncology patient wait time as well as better utilization management of treatment rooms. While raising up staff satisfaction and shrinking over time. Certainly, this initiative proved that JHAH is a person-centered hospital as it covered all the STEEEP healthcare quality dimensions.
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Introduction

It has been reported that cancer incidence is increasing dramatically worldwide [1]. The majority of cancer types are treated using different chemotherapy protocols and mostly in repeating cycles [2]. Usually, chemotherapy treatment is administered through an intravenous infusion at the ambulatory oncology centers following well-established policies to ensure chemotherapy prescription quality and administration safety [2,3]. Most chemotherapies need to be prepared at the pharmacy that is a complicated process and takes time. It requires a pharmacist review to ensure a safe and accurate dose. Excessive waiting time for chemotherapy treatment is a common and widely reported problem that cancer patients face at each treatment cycle. This, unfortunately, frustrates both patients and healthcare providers and has been identified as the main cause of overall oncology patient discontent and dissatisfaction [4,5]. Numerous studies had been conducted to look unambiguously at the patient fulfillment impact with respect to waiting time at ambulatory cancer care settings. Long waiting time for chemotherapy had been overwhelming the other aspects of an oncology clinic visit for the patients and families as well [6]. Moreover, the perceived quality of healthcare had been negatively correlated with lengthy waiting times [7]. In addition, this leads to inefficient use of treatment chairs at the oncology unit that in turn result in serving lower patient volume, working beyond working hours to cover the service that will jeopardize patient safety [8].

A quality improvement initiative to reduce the average patient wait time at the National University Cancer Institute-Singapore, has proved that an effective phone triaging composed of pre-preparation of chemotherapy reduced the waiting time significantly by 66% [5]. A similar project at Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore used a multidisciplinary team approach to address wait times. Resolving issues that contribute to inefficiencies, in conjunction with consistent preparations for next day patient infusion visits, improved cancer patient wait times and patient satisfaction, quality of service and utilization of the Oncology Unit (9). Delay could be successfully prevented using quality improvement enterprise and a firm cross-functional team to attain maximal patient's satisfaction [10].

The oncology center at Johns Hopkins Aramco Healthcare Center (JHAH) -Dhahran, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, deals with a growing number of cancer cases with the increased need for chemotherapy with different protocols, being the mainstay treatment modality for many hematological malignancies and solid tumors. This will intensify the demand for treatment units at the oncology center. A patient satisfaction survey that is published on monthly bases using the “Press Ganey” survey methodology at JHAH revealed that most of the cancer care patients are dissatisfied with the long waiting time at the oncology clinic awaiting to receive their chemotherapy dose. Eventually, this leads to occupying the chairs in treatment rooms, insufficient use of oncology institutes and underserving the patients, thus patient frustration and dissatisfaction. Moreover, receiving chemotherapy after hours of waiting rises the need for nursing staff to work after duty, thereafter staff unhappiness as well. In our study, we aimed to execute a quality improvement project to reduce chemotherapy waiting time by 50% in four months period, and hence elevate the patient’s satisfaction. With consideration of preserving the essential inherent safety processes. In addition to increasing the staff gratification and decrease overtime utilization.

Materials and Methods

Ethical approval was obtained from the Institutional Review Board at John Hopkins Aramco Healthcare Center (JHAH) to publish the data and the results of this quality improvement project. Considering this project as a lean 6-sigma project, we followed the DMAIC methodology to accomplish our main goal. (DMAIC is Determine the problem, Measure the baseline, Analyze the current situation, Implement the intervention and Check/control the improvement).

Defining the problem: In this study, we concentrated on chemotherapy patients with nurse appointments but not physician visits. The problem was defined as the cancer patients complained from waiting for a long time in the oncology treatment room until they receive their chemotherapy treatment dose.

Measuring the baseline and analyzing the situation: A process map was performed to look into the details of the cancer patient journey in the oncology center during his/her chemotherapy treatment visit (Figure 1). The operational practice was identified and route cause analysis (RCA) was constructed to determine the major affecting factors drove to the prolonged waiting time (Figure 2).
Figure 1: Flowchart displays the chemotherapy waiting process before the action plan implementation.
Pre-implementation data were collected from January to April 2018, to measure the baseline of the current practice, including 8 different chemotherapy protocols, as a sample, for a total of 100 cases. Upon calculation of waiting time during each step in the process, the maximum time was consumed during the preparation of chemotherapy dose. This time duration is starting from releasing the chemotherapy order in the "Epic" system by the nurse, after verifying the protocol and calculating the dose by two pharmacists, up to the complete preparation in the pharmacy preparation room. During this time, patients wait in the treatment room for almost 90 minutes to start their chemotherapy.

Implementation of the action plan: Considering all the possible causes of long chemotherapy waiting time process, and on efforts to close the gaps in the process. A review of articles revealed that international organizations with a similar setting as JHAH have the same concern. They used different approaches that served the same goal in terms of reducing the waiting time to chemotherapy administration. We formed a multidisciplinary team consists of oncologists, oncology nursing, oncology pharmacists, process improvement quality facilitator in addition to oncology management leaders, in order to brainstorm the most appropriate process change that suites the healthcare settings at JHAH oncology institute.

The action plan started in May 2018. The decided action plan that was the more applicable as well as feasible and acceptable by patients at our organization is "pre-planning and proactive work up". Phone triage approach included calling the cancer patients by the oncology nurse, a day just before the chemotherapy appointment, and perform the required nursing assessment to ensure his/her clinical status, and the readiness to receive the chemotherapy dose. The patient will be asked to do the needed laboratory tests at a nearby JHAH center. Then, the nurse is going to check the result in Epic if the results within normal limits. On the same day, the chemotherapy order in the Epic system would be ready and signed by the oncologist, then as a double safety step, the nurse will review and release the order in the system. Then, the pharmacist verifies the chemotherapy order, checks the correct dose calculation once more and starts preparing the same day or early morning on the appointment day. The chemotherapy will be ready in the unit before the patient checks in at the oncology clinic.

Checking/Controlling the improvement: Post-implementation, data were collected in September for a total of 100 cases, with the same chemotherapy protocols in the baseline data, served during May to August 2018.

Results

Average patients waiting time to chemotherapy administration: Analysis of data showed that we achieved a noteworthy reduction of cancer patients waiting time for chemotherapy from 89.25 minutes to 36.37 minutes, with at least 59.25% improvement. A paired student t-Test revealed a statistical significance with a p-value of 0.0000023 (considering ≤0.05 as a level of significance) and 95% confidence interval (CI) of 26 to 45 minutes as waiting time post action plan (Table 1) (Figure 3).

Oncology Patients Satisfaction Rate: Average patient satisfaction rate for the four months before the intervention was 78%; it was elevated to 84% for the four months after the intervention, with a 6.5% improvement (Figure 4). The “waiting time at Oncology clinic patient satisfaction rate” was significantly affected by the implemented change in the chemotherapy process, as indicated by the patient’s comments and verbatim sayings documented in the "Press Ganey” survey that is sent to patients directly after any visit. This was also confirmed by a personal interview with oncology patients, who received the chemotherapy protocols included in this study, before and after the action plan implementation.

Oncology Overtime Utilization: The implemented change in the chemotherapy process and practice has reflected on underuse of after working hours, as the patient will no longer need to wait for their chemotherapy preparation period. Such practice had declined the overtime by 51.33% post-implementation, which eventually has reduced the cost gradually as shown in the run chart (Figure 5).
Figure 2: RCA diagram demonstrating the factors affecting the prolonged chemotherapy waiting time. (The star indicates the most contributing factor)
Table 1: The average waiting time (since check-in until administering the treatment dose) for 8 different chemotherapy protocols before and after implementation of the action plan, by calculating the percentage of improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemotherapy Protocol</th>
<th>Total time (Pre-Action Plan)</th>
<th>Total time (Post-Action Plan)</th>
<th>% Improvement post-change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Velcade</td>
<td>102.86</td>
<td>26.75</td>
<td>73.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herceptin</td>
<td>97.65</td>
<td>26.26</td>
<td>73.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxol</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>53.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vedolizumab</td>
<td>93.33</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>57.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTX</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>29.32</td>
<td>67.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decitabine</td>
<td>80.33</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>47.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalizumab</td>
<td>79.6</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>48.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infliximab</td>
<td>74.74</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>45.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Waiting Time</td>
<td>89.25</td>
<td>36.37</td>
<td>59.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Bar graph demonstrates a reduction in waiting time for the 8 different chemotherapy protocols after the implementation of the action plan.

Discussion

Ultimately, with this quality improvement initiative, we have proved that pre-planning including effective patient phone triage, proactively performed lab tests and pre-preparation of chemotherapy before patient’s arrival, has significantly improved oncology patient waiting time to receive their chemotherapy. In addition, such achievement has led to better utilization of treatment rooms at the oncology center, thus serving more patients. However, this advanced care has influenced patients and staff satisfaction, as well as reducing the overtime utilization and consequently lowering the cost curve.
Figure 4: Run chart shows the improvement in patient satisfaction rate post-intervention.

Figure 5: A) Run chart showed the dramatic decrease in overtime, B) Horizontal Bar graph displays the percentage reduction of overtime post-action plan.
Certainly, this quality work committed to all the STEEEP healthcare quality dimensions at our organization. We considered patient safety (S) while conducting the change in our practice at the oncology institute. Aiming to reduce the wait timeline (T), using an evidence-based practice that is experienced in other healthcare centers to have an effective (E) change of the practice, managing proper utilization of our resources at oncology to guarantee efficiency (E), ensuring the equity in dealing with all patient levels (E), and finally, it is aimed for patient-centered care (P). Nevertheless, this inventiveness proved that JHAH is a person-centered healthcare center, as we cared about both patient and staff satisfaction.

Absolutely, in order to sustain the change and continue the success, supportive leadership and a firmly structured “Multidisciplinary Team” are necessary. Though, monitoring by steering quality committee and development of KPIs to monitor the performance is very important. Definitely, keeping the ongoing patients engagement surveys for feedback on the healthcare process is of high prominence to persist the advanced care and goodwill.

**Conclusion**

The overall aim of this quality improvement initiative was perfectly achieved with a precious impact on the reduction of patient wait time for chemotherapy treatment, also on both patient and staff satisfaction level. No doubt, shared vision, supportive leadership, and a fully eager and representative multidisciplinary team were also key.
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